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Liepaja‘s Experimentarium – visitors attraction center, which playfully inspires for a joy of discovery.

The aim of architectural design is to express effectively and joyfully the synthesis of art and science, 
that happens inside the complex.

Expression of this synthesis is WONDER   

Territory that lies in between and unites these topics is WONDERLAND. This can be the name for 
a new complex, with Experimentarium inside. Territory, that lies nearby – wonder park. City with a 
wonderland – wonder city.

Nearby territory of a complex is transformed to a park, where land-art sculptures are presented in 
the places of earlier existed buildings. Street surfaces represent vanished layers of a city history. 
Big land-art structures designed for touching and transforming the city landscape. Infrastructure of 
a park includes parking places, pavilions for seasonal trade for and of fishers.

As the extension of a wonder park stands a complex in a playful form – WONDERLAND.

First intrigue noticed from far views of a complex are playful stacks that shines at night, plays with 
colors or smoke in a skyline. 

Second intrigue on a way to an object from w-park side is a big gateway that leads to inside yard. 
A huge sphere of a new Planetarium volume is exhibited there.

Yard is surrounded by three volumes: w (wonder) house (grain warehouse), w-ship (herring 
warehouse – Experimentarium, permanent exhibition space) and w-shore (new extension - 
Planetarium). 

Scheme 1 of a complex:

 Visit to a complex starts in a W-house ground floor with entrance hall and restaurant. Level of 
a yard is diged out to match the level of ground floor. From here there are options to choose 
between:

- visiting the exhibitions on a second, third and fourth floors of a w house,

- going for a bar with library or children‘s fantasy room for the whole family „Alice in a wonderland“, 
on a fifth floor, or shopping on the first and the second floors,

- go straight to planetarium through the new joint,

- start from Experimentarium.

The main idea for organizing an Experimentarium is a structure of ship divission in sections. 
Mobile walls are dividing the space in parts, where different scenarios are taking their places 
(lectures, laboratories and etc.) 

Exhibition continues from space for physics to chemistry, biology, human research and psychology 
and ends in this part of the complex with exhibition about new media and information sciences on 
a balcony (transformed second floor of a warehouse). 

From a balcony is a possibility to take a second view from above to an exhibition on a first floor. 

New made stacks of a complex extends to interior space an provides heat physics or steam or a 
human transporting themselves attractions.

Next part of a complex has the underwater science and cosmic space exhibition at the entrance to 
Planetarium. The ceiling of that part of a building shoes a water surface, creating an atmosphere 
of being underwater, where giant sphere seems like sunk planet or star. 

A Planetarium hall is used for conferences also.

Other side of a Planetarium has an up going floor, that leads to a junction with a W-HOUSE 
on a second floor. On this terraced floor  there are places for sitting and watching the view of a 
sunset or moonshine or the earth, made with light projectors on a sphere surface. Seminars and 
conferences can be held in this area also.

Inside a junction is a gift shop and places for a coffee rest before visiting a exhibitions on a next 
floors of W-HOUSE, or leaving the complex. 

Visit to a complex ends on a fifth floor library/lounge bar or a playground „Alice in a wonderland“. 
Playground is designed for involving parents with their children in a game with hypertrophied 
object and other fantasy. 

Warehouse of a complex for a first stage of development is situated on the end of W-SHIP building. 
On a next stage, currently small warehouses that stands nearby will be connected to a complex. 
A new building with a garage for cars and boats, storages on a ground floor and rooms for rent, 
accommodation and businesses will be erected. Stacks of a building are used for solar heated ear 
recuperation into heating energy. 

Facade materials of a complex is taken to accentuate the main values – the context of an old city 
(ceramics and red copper for major part of a complex) and the playful accents (transparency for 
shining stacks, metal for shining sphere).

Part of a shop on a first floor of a complex, orientated to embankment, is for the needs of fishers.  
Embankment between the W-PARK and canal is made lower, to bring people closer to the water 
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and attractions of it. Small fisher boats and attraction boats are moored here. From there further 
ways to the sea, Karosta, Tosmare, leads to new impressions from a wonder city of Liepaja. 

Scheme 2 of a complex:

Nearby territory usage balance:
A public square in a front of a complex -760 m2, territory an embankment – 1380 , territory under 
the hard surfaces in a nearby park –5100 m2; plot for a car parking 1270 m2 (35 places for autos, 
3 for buses), green territory 1000 m2; new embankment 240 m. Total 10000 m2.

Built up territory at plots: 
No 24 – 950 m2, 63 %; No 23 – 800 m2, 51 %; No 22 – 1310 m2, 92 %; No 20 (extension) - 1220 
m2, 55 %.

Free territory at plots:
No 24 – 550 m2, 37 %; No 23 – 780 m2,49 %; No 22 – 110 m2, 8 %; No 20 (extension) - 1020 
m2, 45 %.

Functional zones of a complex:
Ground floor Reception zone 205 m2, 

Ground floor restaurant, lounge bar on 1-st and 4-th floor 470 m2, 

Ground floor shop, shop in the first floor gallery 335 m2, offices 80 m2; 

Utility rooms, storage, technical rooms (including rooms in all floors) 420 m2; Experimentarium 
(including balcony) 1200 m2; 

Exhibition hall of planetarium 430 m2 (plus Planetarium ~ 60 sitting places); 

Exhibition halls on 3 floors 1400 m2; 

Exhibition and play room „Alice in a wonderland“, on a 4 floor 470 m2;

Total – 5000 m2;

Further extension - from 1200 m2 up to 3600 m2.


